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1 Introduction
The ‘ProtoSinaitic’ script is first attested on inscriptions beginning in the 19th century BCE at Wadi elHol
at the Qena bend of the Nile River in Egypt and at Serabit elKhadim in the Sinai Peninsula. It consists
of a set of pictographic signs, most of which are believed to be derived from Egyptian Hieroglyphs. The
signs correspond to the consonants of a Northwest Semitic language, possibly belonging to the Canaanite
family. The script is a consonantal alphabet, and the first attested independent writing system of this type.
ProtoSinaitic was used for several centuries, over the course of which its pictographic signs transformed
into abstract glyphs. Its evolution into a linear script led to the rise of other distinctive scripts, such as the
Old South Arabian alphabet in the 9th century BCE and the Phoenician alphabet in the 13th century BCE.
ProtoSinaitic is not only the first alphabet, but through Phoenician it is the ancestor of Aramaic, Greek, and
all the other scripts descended from these.
Despite its foundational significance to the history and practices of writing, ProtoSinaitic has not yet been
encoded in The Unicode Standard. A preliminary proposal for ‘Sinaitic’ was submitted by Michael Everson
in 1998 (L2/98035), which was followed in 1999 by a revised code chart for ‘ProtoSinaitic’ (L2/99069).
Apart from the code chart and names list, the proposal did not contain substantial information about the
script or a justification for encoding. The proposal was one of several others submitted during that period
for encoding early Semitic scripts, such as Phoenician and Aramaic. There were discussions on the Unicode
mailing list about the suitability of encoding these scripts independently or potentially unifying early Semitic
scripts with the Hebrew block. Points were raised about the need for representing such scripts distinctively in
plain text. There were also concerns about encoding undeciphered scripts, and the status of ProtoSinaitic as a
true ‘writing system’. The key points of these discussions are summarized in L2/04181. Whether due to the
nature of the proposal, or differing perspectives about taxonomies and typologies of ancient Semitic scripts,
or contemporary guidelines for encoding scripts, or a combination of these, the proposal to encode Proto
Sinaitic was disapproved by the Unicode Technical Committee. Without offering much detail, the minutes
of ISO 10646 / WG 2 meeting 38, held in March 2000 in Beijing simply state that “[t]he user community has
rejected Proto Sinaitic.” The disapproval is stated on the Unicode Standard’s ‘Not The Roadmap’, where the
script was placed in 2001, under the heading “Scripts (or pseudoscripts) which have been investigated and
rejected as unsuitable for encoding”, where it still remains.
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The request to encode ProtoSinaitic has not been raised since then. Perhaps the status of the script on ‘Not
the Roadmap’ has been interpreted as being definitive; or, perhaps the Unicode community has entirely
forgotten about the script. In any case, the lack of attention to ProtoSinaitic within the Unicode world is
not reflective of the active interest in the script in the scholarly community or its currency in discussions and
studies on the origins of ‘the alphabet’.

2 Overview of the Script
While the exact process of evolution is unknown, most scholars of Semitic palaeography agree that the
script is derived from Egyptian Hieroglyphics, according to the ‘alphabet hypothesis’, first put forth by Alan
Gardiner (1916) and expanded by Orly Goldwasser (2006). This hypothesis holds that the signs of the script
were created through a process of appropriation and reinterpretation of certain hieroglyphs, which involved
the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

selecting a hieroglyph based upon pictorial recognition of the object represented by the sign
assigning a Semitic name to the sign
deriving a sound value from the name using the acrophonic principle
assigning a sound value to the image

For example, the hieroglyph 𓁶 (Gardiner D1 = U+13076 EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPH D001) has the value tp in Egyp
tian and is also a determinative or ideograph for ‘head’. Based upon it’s graphical attributes and high iconic
ity, it could be recognized as a ‘head’ even by those unfamiliar with hieroglyphic writing. It is likely that
the creators of the alphabet encountered this sign in Egyptian inscriptions in their surroundings. Despite
the Egyptian meaning, they could have referred to the sign using the word for the object in their Northwest
Semitic language. Then based upon the initial consonant of the name, the creators of the script could assign
a phonetic value to the sign. In this way, the users of the alphabet drew the sign , which was called raš
‘head’, and understood that it had the phonetic value /r/. The appropriated sign did not possess any of the
original Egyptian phonetic or grammatical values, apart from the ideographic sense. It was also devoid of
the aesthetic details of the source 𓁶. Users of the new script wrote  as well as    when express
ing the sound /r/. Here, graphical refinement was not as important as the ability to recognize the intended
sign. Even the form  which occurs in one inscription has the necessary basic graphical attributes to aid
in identification, despite differing from related forms in terms of detail and ductus. These above five forms
effectively conveyed the archetype of the ‘head’, which when read by a user, would remind them of the name
raš and, by extension, the sound /r/.
By applying the same process of iconically selecting a hieroglyphic sign, giving it a Semitic name, and de
riving a value from the initial consonant of the name, the creators produced a unique sign for each consonant
in their language. Apart from a sign for the glottal stop, signs were not developed for the vowels of that
language. The vowels would need to supplied by the interpreter, which is the case with Hebrew, Arabic, and
other Semitic scripts ultimately derived from ProtoSinaitic. Most ProtoSinaitic signs can be theoretcally
be traced back to at least one hieroglyphic source, with the exception of one or two signs, which could have
been created independently. Each ProtoSinaitic sign is graphically distinguishable from the others, which
is certainly part of the design of the script: signs need to be memorable and unique in order to reinforce the
connection between sign and sound.
As the script was not standardized, a single consonant may have been represented using two different, but
unique signs. Such cases are restricted to a particular inscription or two. Several signs have glyphic variants,
some of which are rotated or mirrored versions of what may be considered the regular sign. Some variants
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differ in the complexity of detail and aesthetics, but all variants are readily identifiable with the graphical
prototype. ProtoSinaitic signs may not be as refined as hieroglyphs, but this may be expected from users
employing a newlycreated script, and perhaps attempting to write for the first time.
There is no attested ‘abecedary’ that enumerates the characters of the script. Scholars estimate that the script
consisted of at least 27 signs. This assumption is based upon the inventory of the Ugaritic script, whose
signs align with the historical consonantal repertoire of a Northwest Semitic language. It is possible that
ProtoSinaitic possessed signs for the full complement of historical Semitic consonants, as attested by the 29
signs of the Old South Arabian script, which is a direct offshoot of ProtoSinaitic. A repertoire of distinctive
signs is presented in § 4.3 along with details about the inventory.
Given the process by which the alphabet was originated, it is natural that its users would employ its signs
in a variety of creative ways. The naming of signs and the derivation of sound value through acrophony
opens doors to ascribe signs with both logographic and phonetic attributes to the extent that the language of
the script’s users might allow. It is quite possible that in addition to understanding that  has the value /r/,
users could have employed the sign for representing the actual object being depicted, eg. a ‘head’. They
may have also used the sign for representing other semiotic referrents of ‘head’ within their cultural and
linguistic worldview, ie. leader, chief, first, top, etc. Hypothetically, given the context of its occurrence, 
could represent /r/ or raš or any concept related to raš in the mind of the writer. Brian Colless (2014: 73)
suggests the following potential usages of a ProtoSinaitic sign:
• ‘acrophonic consonantary’: the sign value is the initial sound of its name, and is consonantal only
• ‘logoconsonantary’: the sign value could be the concept or word represented by its name or glyph
• ‘morphoconsonantary’: the sign value could be the name or the initial sound of the name
A sign could theoretically exhibit polysemia within a single text, where it might represent a single sound in
a purely alphabetic context, or used in another instance as a rebus in combination with other signs.
These signs were written in linear sequences. These sequences flow right to left, but also left to right, as
well as boustrophedon, and from top to bottom. The directional orientation of the script is inconsistent,
even within a given inscription. For example, in Sinai 357, the text flows from top to bottom, then curves
rightward at the physical boundary of the surface (see fig. 3). The ProtoSinaitic inscriptions do not show
usage of spaces or punctuation for delimiting word boundaries or line terminations.
The stance of a sign within a text sequence may also vary, depending upon the direction of the text flow.
Signs whose glyphs are directionally oriented, that intrinsically ‘face’ toward or away from the origin of
the line — for example, , ,  — may face towards the direction of writing in right to left sequences
and , ,  in left to right text. Changes in the stance of these types of signs are horizontal; they are
not rotated, even in vertical sequences, eg. Sinai 349. Some signs whose shapes are conducive to vertical
rotations — for example, , ,  — are likewise rotated in some inscriptions, eg. , , .

3 Revisiting the Suitability of Encoding ProtoSinaitic
Over the past two decades there have been advances in both knowledge about ProtoSinaitic and in the
principles and practices for encoding ancient scripts in Unicode. Some of these points are described below
and suggest revisiting the encoding of ProtoSinaitic in Unicode:
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1. ProtoSinaitic is a proper ‘script’. It was invented “by Canaanites” and the “number of letters repre
senting the consonantal system was initially twentyseven”, and the “signs were pictographs and most
had acrophonic values” (Naveh 1997: 42). Each sign in ProtoSinaitic possesses a distinctive phonetic
value that represents a consonant of the Northwest Semitic language spoken by its creators and users.
Although the signs are pictographic, there is not an endless array of images that were used in the script.
The signs were deliberately selected so that users would recognize the value of the sign based upon
the shape and name of the image. As there was a nearly onetoone correspondence between sign and
sound, the script was a closed set of signs. The signs were written or inscribed using regular con
ventions, such as the linear sequencing of signs in alignment with the phonetic order of words being
represented; proportionate sizing and scaling of signs; orientation of signs in relation to the direction
of writing. Although the direction of writing was not fixed, and could vary within a single inscription,
the above conventions were maintained. By definition, ProtoSinaitic is a true ‘writing system’.
2. ProtoSinaitic is an independent script. Although ProtoSinaitic signs may have been derived from
Egyptian Hieroglyphs, the values and function of signs and the rules of orthography differ between
the two scripts, as exemplified by the concurrent appearance of inscriptions in both scripts (see, for
example, fig. 5). Although it is the ancestor of Phoenician, Hebrew, Old South Arabian, Aramaic, and
all scripts descended from these, it is not a ‘variant’ or ‘style’ of any of these (see a comparison in
fig. 18). ProtoSinaitic differs from its children in the size of its character repertoire; the shapes and
variations of the glyphs of the characters; and unregulated direction of writing. A basic comparison of
ProtoSinaitic and Phoenician illustrates the differences between the two scripts, namely the transition
from pictographic to abstract glyphs; the normalization of sign orientation; and the reduction of the
repertoire from 27 to 22 signs, likely as a result of the loss of consonants as the Semitic languages
continued to develop (see figure 20). Hebrew and Aramaic also possess this reduced inventory, of
both signs in their respective scripts and consonants in their phonetic repertoire. There are certainly
characters with similar shapes across ProtoSinaitic, Phoenician, Old South Arabian, and others, as
is to be expected of scripts that share an evolutionary relationship. ProtoSinaitic is distinct from its
descendants, as elucidated by Naveh (1991: 42):
When the stances of the twentytwo linear letters became wholly stabilized and were written only
horizontally from right to left, the terminology changes: the script is no longer called ProtoCanaanite,
but Phoenician. The transition took place in the mideleventh century B.C. The Phoenician script is
a direct offshoot of the ProtoCaananite.

The independent nature of ProtoSinaitic is further emphasized by Rollston (2016), a professor of
Semitic epigraphy at George Washington University:
[I]t is absolutely and empirically wrong to suggest that the script of the inscriptions from Serabit
elKhadem and Wadi elHol is the Hebrew script, or the Phoenician script, or the Aramaic script, or
the Moabite script, or the Ammonite script, or the Edomite script. The script of these inscriptions
from Serabit elKhadem and Wadi elHol (etc.) is not one of the distinctive national scripts (such as
Phoenician or Hebrew or Aramaic, etc.), but rather it is the early ancestor of all of these scripts [...]

3. ProtoSinaitic was used by an ancient community of Semitic speakers for writing their language. Their
expressions are attested in nearly 50 inscriptions, which have been identified to date. These range from
short texts consisting of three signs to longer texts consisting of 20 signs. The oldest are from Serabit
elKhadim, an area in the southwest Sinai, known for its torquoise mines, which were identified by
William Petrie in 1905. These account for the bulk of the corpus, with nearly 40 inscriptions. Some
of these were published in facsimiles by Alan Gardiner and T. Eric Peet (1917) (see fig. 1–2), Hans
Bauer (1918), and later by Albright (see fig. 3). The British Museum possesses some of these inscribed
artifacts from Serabit elKhadim, such as a sandstone sphinx (see fig. 5). Two inscriptions at Wadi
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elHol, in Egypt proper, were identified by John Darnell in 1999 and published in 2005 (see fig. 4).
The remaining inscriptions are short texts inscribed on various objects. These inscriptions indicate
that people used the script to communicate their language to others familiar with that language.
4. It is presently used by a community of scholars and enthusiasts who study epigraphy, palaeography,
archaeology, religion, linguistics, and in the history of writing systems. The foundational work on
ProtoSinaitic was established by Alan Gardiner (1916) and advanced by William Albright (1965) and
Frank Moore (1950, 1980). The script was introduced to a broader audience by G. R. Driver (1948),
Joseph Naveh (1982), and John Healey (1991). Our understanding of the script has been advanced by
Brian Colless (2014), John Darnell (2005), Orly Goldwasser (2006, 2011, 2012, 2015, 2016), Gordon
Hamilton (2002, 2006), Paul LeBlanc (2016), Christopher Rollston (2010, 2016, 2019), Benjamin Sass
(1988, 2005), Aren WilsonWright (2016), Stefan Wimmer (2012), and several others. The script has
entered into popular culture, as well. James Rumford (2002) references ProtoSinaitic in his children’s
book on the alphabet, and Don Robb (2007) used the script as the basis for his children’s book on the
history of the alphabet (see fig. 1617).
5. These current users create and share new understandings about ProtoSinaitic using modern print and
digital content. As evidenced in articles by Gardiner, Goldwasser, Colless, and others, ProtoSinaitic
signs are used inline in regular text alongside Egyptian Hieroglyphs, Phoenician, Old South Arabian,
Hebrew, and other scripts, particularly for palaeographic descriptions and comparative purposes (see
fig. 10–15). In older printed works, metal types were cut for ProtoSinaitic signs. In modern materi
als, the signs are represented as either images or using a digitized font. A few such fonts have been
developed, such as a Postscript Type 1 font and a related TEX package by Peter Wilson (2005; see
fig. 21–22).
6. There is a precedent for encoding early Semitic scripts independently in Unicode. Although Proto
Sinaitic was disapproved for encoding in 2000, several early Semitic alphabetic scripts have been
encoded since then, such as Hatran, Imperial Aramaic, Nabataean, Old North Arabian, Old South
Arabian, Palmyrene, Phoenician, and Samaritan. Alphabetic scripts derived from Imperial Aramaic
also have been encoded, such as Elymaic, Inscriptional Parthian, Inscriptional Pahlavi, and Old Sog
dian (see Pandey 2016, 2017 for encoding proposals for the first and last of these). The encoding of
these scripts was made possible in large part by strong evidence showing distinctive development and
usage, such that descendant and sibling scripts should not simply be considered variations of ancestors
or unified with encodings of existing scripts that may be related. Moreover, such developments affirm
the practical and technical requirements for representing ancient scripts in digital plain text.
7. Although there is consensus on the value of the majority of signs, ProtoSinaitic is not fully deci
phered. The identity of some signs remains unknown. The decipherment status of a script was seen as
an obstacle to encoding when ProtoSinaitic was first proposed for inclusion in Unicode. In a rebuttal
to the proposal to encode Phoenician in 2004, Elaine Keown (L2/04181) wrote that “Unicode should
not encode scripts which are still being deciphered today”, but also stated that “Unicode should con
sider corpus size and the true needs of epigraphers when encoding new archaic ‘script’ blocks”, and
concluded that “[f]or small ancient corpora, i.e., Wadi elHol, ProtoSinaitic, ProtoCanaanite, stan
dard encoding practices are actually irrelevant.” Given the developments in the practices of encoding
scripts since 2004, it is quite clear today that character encoding is relevant for all scripts and for all
users of a script, be they wellpublished epigraphers or armchair palaeographers. Despite the deci
pherment status of a script, it is a fact that such scripts are used in representations of the original text
and in publications about the script. These user requirements, and the need for a Unicode encoding,
are not contingent upon the decipherment status of the script.
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It is clear that ProtoSinaitic is a true, distinctive, and independent ‘script’. The extant inscriptions show that
there was a community of users who understood the meaning and usage of the script and choose to employ it
for communicating with other members of their linguistic community. There is a longstanding tradition of
scholarship that is focused on understanding this community and their language and culture. These scholars
and enthusiasts are modern users of the script, who publish and exchange information about the script in print
media and digital platforms. The continued advancement in knowledge and research on the script, and its
usage by an active community of scholars, establishes that ProtoSinaitic is suitable for encoding in Unicode
and that, after two decades, there are ample requirements for doing so.

4 Towards an Encoding for ProtoSinaitic in Unicode
The goal of a Unicode encoding for ProtoSinaitic is to provide a characterencoding standard that will enable
plaintext representation of the script in modern digital content and platforms. This will allow users to input,
store, display, and process text in ProtoSinaitic using databases, documents, webpages, and other ubiquitous
applications. In addition to enabling usage and processing of ProtoSinaitic on par with the other ancient
Semitic scripts and 100+ others already in the standard, inclusion in Unicode has the potential to expand
the scope and technological boundaries of scholarship on Semitic epigraphy and palaeography. I have taken
steps to develop a formal proposal for encoding ProtoSinaitic, which are based upon the considerations
outlined below.

4.1 Encode as an independent script
An independent encoding for ProtoSinatic will preserve the semantic identity of its signs, or ‘characters’
in Unicode parlance, in plain text. For example, in multilingual documents containing Hebrew, Phoenician,
Egyptian Hieroglyphs or other scripts, each script is distinguishable not only by the graphical distinction of
its glyphs, but also by the underlying characters.
At present, without a Unicode encoding, ProtoSinaitic can be represented typographically, but not as distinc
tive text. The display of ProtoSinaitic signs within current software applications would require ‘hacking’
the font of another script in Unicode with similar properties. For example, a user could modify a font for
Phoenician by replacing the glyphs with ProtoSinaitic forms. When producing a document that contains
Hebrew and ProtoSinaitic, the user would use the modified Phoenician font for ProtoSinaitic text and a
regular Hebrew font for the Hebrew text. This may achieve the goal of simply displaying text at the graph
ical level. However, to actually type ProtoSinaitic characters, the user would need to enter Phoenician
characters because the underlying encoding for the modified font is Phoenician. Selecting the text displayed
in the ProtoSinaitic font using copyandpaste would actually copy the underlying script. Pasting it in a
clipboard would reveal that the text is actually in Phoenician. This becomes especially problematic if the
user adds actual Phoenician content to the document. There would be no distinction between ProtoSinaitic
and Phoenician at the level of plain text. Without an encoding, ProtoSinaitic would be need to be treated as
a typographic or stylistic form of another script and would rely complete on the usage of a font. The absence
of a dedicated encoding for ProtoSinaitic prevents conveyance of the semantic identity of its characters.
Usage of an existing block, or ‘unification’ in Unicode parlance, has practical and technical limitations.
Unification assumes that there is a onetoone correspondence between the repertoires of ProtoSinaitic and
the existing block. This is certainly not the case, especially as ProtoSinaitic has at least 27 distinctive
letters, while Phoenician, Hebrew, and Aramaic have 22. Unification with one of the latter scripts would
require the creation of synthetic characters specific to ProtoSinatic in the respective code block. This is
an unnecessary approach that does not adequate support distinctive representation of ProtoSinaitic while
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muddling the encoded repertoire of another script. It is, therefore, not possible to unify ProtoSinaitic with
an existing script block.
In addition to the above, it is important to encode ProtoSinaitic separately in order to manage palaeographical
varieties of characters. In terms of the Unicode characterglyph model, it is more meaningful, for example,
to unify various forms of raš with a ProtoSinaitic ‘head’ character than it is to consider them as variants
of a Phoenician or Hebrew RESH, as the latter characters each have their own palaeographical variants. It is
taxonomically and typographically more practical and useful to manage varieties and styles of a script at the
level of a distinctive script rather than unifying a script with another scripts whose characters not only have
different glyphs, but may also possess different semantics.

4.2 Scope of the encoding
The basic encoding for ProtoSinaitic should be based upon the distinctive characters attested in the Wadi
ElHol and Serabit ElKhadim inscriptions. There are some inscriptions outside of Egypt whose characters
resemble those of ProtoSinaitic. The script of these inscriptions is often referred to as ProtoCanaanite (a
term that has also been used for an early stage of the Phoenician script). Depending upon the relationship
between these scripts, it may be practical to expand the encoding to include both the ProtoSinaitic and Proto
Canaanite varieties. Such a unified block would encode all characters of the early pictographic alphabet,
potentially up to the boundary with Phoenician. This approach aligns with the aforementioned demarcation
between ProtoSinaitic (rather, ProtoCanaanite) and Phoenician as described by Naveh.
Following a conversative scope, the encoding would be limited to the script of the ProtoSinaitic corpus.
Following a more liberal approach, the encoding could encompass ProtoCanaanite. In any case, the scope
will be determined by further research on the relationships between the ProtoSinaitic and ProtoCanaanite
scripts, as well as in consultation with scholars who are active in the field.

4.3 A repertoire to enable full representation of extant texts
The guiding principle for this encoding is to establish a repertoire of distinctive graphical signs that occur in
the ProtoSinaitic (and potentially related corpora) for the purpose of enabling digital plaintext representa
tion of all attested text in the script. To achieve that goal, and in conjunction with Unicode principles, the
repertoire will be based upon characters, not phonology. There is a tendency in certain traditions of schol
arship to enumerate and identify ProtoSinaitic signs according to the phonological repertoire of particular
languages and the signs of associated scripts. While such relationships may be valid, the polysemic aspect
of ProtoSinaitic signs and the size of the repertoire may often make such alignments seem forced. It is more
practical to focus on the graphical prototypes of characters. This is especially important in cases where two
different signs may have been used for the same consonant in different phases of the script’s development or
in differ regions. The palaeographical approach all the more poignant for characters that have not yet been
fully deciphered. In any case, the phonetic values of characters is outside of the scope of Unicode, where
the focus is on encoding distinctive textual elements.
The table below shows a tentative repertoire for ProtoSinaitic that is based upon the palaeographical dis
tinctiveness of attested signs. The signs are referred to using the reconstructed Semitic names proposed by
Albright (1969), Colless (2014), and others. The repertoire is a superset of signs collated from primary ma
terials and secondary literature. The intention is to establish a baseline for further analysis. Signs identified
as being based upon a distinctive prototype have been grouped under the Semitic name. The list of forms
is not exhaustive; but includes major stance variants and excludes forms that differ from those presented by
slight variations in the ductus.
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Name

ʾalp

Meaning

Value

ox head

ʾ



bayt

house

b



gaml

throw stick

g



dalt

door

d

ḥe

fence

ḥ

ho

man calling

h

hll

jubilate

h



wāw

hook

w



ḏayp

eyebrow

ḏ



ziq

fetter

z



ḥaṣir

mansion

ḥ



ḫayt

thread

ḫ



ṭab

good

ṭ



ẓil

shade

ẓ



yad

hand

y



kap

palm

k



lamd

goad

l



maym

water

m



naḥš

snake

n
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samk

fish (?)

s

digg

fish

d



ʿayn

eye

ʿ



pi t

ʾ

corner

p



pu

mouth

p

eye

ʿ

ʿayn


ṣad

plant

ṣ



qop

monkey

q

ṣirar

bag

ṣ



qaw

cord, line

q



raš

head

r



šamš

sun

š



ṯad

breast

ṯ

ṯann

composite bow

ṯ



taw

owner’s mark

t



ġinab

grape

ġ



ṯa ?

?

ṯ?



?

?

?



šin ?

?

š?
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It will be necessary to identify all unique characters and their variants. Ultimately, for each distinctive
character, one glyph would be selected as the normative glyph in the encoding and the others would be
considered glyphic variants. In most cases it will be practical to unify obvious stylistic variants, such as
signs that have similar shapes, but that differ minimally from each other. Such signs would be candidates
for unification as a single character. However, for some signs it may be practical to encode such variants
as alternate forms, especially when both variants are used concurrently in a given inscription, eg. mirrored
or rotated forms (see the leftfacing and rightfacing oxhead in Sinai 349 (see fig. 3). The same may apply
to certain signs that appear to be stylistic variants, but have different features that may set them apart as
alternates.
Although maintaining variations in the presentation of signs is important from a palaeographical perspective,
for character encoding the importance lies in determining the underlying prototype of similar signs. The
approach aligns with Goldwasser’s discussion of the importance of ‘recognition cues’, that the reader be
able to identify the archetype of the letter to understand its value. When users wrote a sign the resulting
glyph did not always possess the precision and general aesthetics of hieroglyphs. The presence or absence
of a particular detail did not affect the abiilty of that variant to reflect the basic graphical and visual attributes
that would enable them to be identified by users as possessing a distinctive meaning. Moreover, the notion
of ‘recognition cues’ aligns quite well with the Unicode characterglyph model, which essentially states that
graphical signs that possess stylistic variation but carry the same semantic meaning are considered variants
of the same character and are identified as variants of a single character. The differences between characters
used in particular inscriptions would be expressed using fonts designed for those sources with the font glyphs
associated with the same underlying Unicode character.
The ProtoSinaitic block will require a minimum of 32 code points and possibly a maximum of 60 code
points. The number would be greater if the scope of the encoding were expanded to include ProtoCanaanite
and related varieties.

4.4 Names for characters in the Unicode encoding
The names for ProtoSinaitic characters should be based upon the reconstructed Semitic name from which
its sound value may have been derived acrophonically. These names will differ from the conventional names
used for Unicode characters belonging to Semitic scripts. This is done so purposefully, to avoid the issue
of assigning consonantal values to characters whose value is not yet certain and also to avoid the strict ‘one
grapheme to one phomene’ problem in cases where two signs may have been used for representing a single
consonant in different sources.

4.5 Designation for the script in Unicode
The designation ‘ProtoSinaitic’ is based upon the findsite of the inscriptions at Serabit elKhadim. Even
though the Wadi elHol inscriptions are outside of the Sinai, this name is used for referring to that script as
a matter of convenience. But, it is somewhat of a misnomer. The prefix ‘proto’ implies the existence of
a distinctive ‘Sinaitic’ script, which evolved from the Serabit elKhadim and Wadi elHol varieties. Such a
script does not exist. The ‘ProtoSinaitic’ script itself may be considered the proper ‘Sinaitic’ script. In fact,
Everson’s proposal from 1998 used ‘Sinaitic’ as the name for the script block.
As inscriptions in this script have been found in the southern Levant, or Canaan, scholars also refer to it
as ‘ProtoCanaanite’. This term references both regional and linguistic contexts, as it is believed that the
language recorded using the script belongs to the Canaanite family of Northwest Semitic languages.
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Other scholars prefer names that focus less on geography and more on orthographic features, eg. ‘proto
alphabetic’, ‘early alphabetic’, ‘West Semitic alphabet’, etc. Rollston (2016) suggests: “as for the script
of these inscriptions from Serabit elKhadem and Wadi elHol, the best terms are ‘Early Alphabetic,’ or
‘Canaanite.’ Some prefer the term ‘ProtoSinaitic Script.’ Any of these terms is acceptable.” He goes on to
say that as “it is the early ancestor of all ... scripts and we term that early ancestor: Early Alphabetic.”
The name used for the block should be one that is readily identifiable and unique. ‘ProtoSinaitic’ is con
ventional nomenclature; however, if the scope of the encoding is expanded to include ProtoCanaanite, then
‘Canaanite’ may be a suitable name. Rollston’s suggestion of ‘Early Alphabetic’ avoids the regional con
nections, but may be too vague for Unicode. Ultimately, the name should based upon current scholarly
preferences. In any case, the name would be used only for identifying the script within the domain of Uni
code and does not prescribe usage in any other context.

5 Next Steps
I am continuing to develop a formal proposal for ProtoSinaitic, which will contain full descriptions of each
character; a proposed encoded repertoire for fully representing the extant corpus; background on the script;
and specimens of usage. Some issues that require further discussion are:
1. What parameters should define the scope of the encoding?
2. Which distinctive signs should be included in the proposed encoded repertoire?
3. Which form should be selected as the representative glyph for each character.
4. What are the criteria for determining if a variant is a stylistic or an alternate form of a sign?
5. What naming convention should be used for identifying the characters in Unicode?
6. What is an appropriate designation for the script in Unicode?
As with all of my other scriptencoding efforts, I welcome any and all feedback on this document, and
request any materials that would expand my understanding of this script and its repertoire. I look forward
to collaborating with individuals who are interested in developing an encoding to represent this very first
alphabet from the 2nd millenium BCE using the digital technologies of the 3rd millenium CE.
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Figure 1: Facsimiles of ‘foreign’ or ProtoSinatic inscriptions from Serabit elKhadim (from Gar
diner and Peet 1917: Plate LXXXII.
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Figure 2: Facsimiles of ‘foreign’ or ProtoSinatic inscriptions from Serabit elKhadim (from Gar
diner and Peet 1917: Plate LXXXIII.
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Figure 3: Facsimiles of ProtoSinatic inscriptions from Serabit elKhadim (Sinai 349 and 357, from
Albright 1969: fig. 4, 8).
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Figure 4: The two ‘ProtoSinatic’ inscriptions from Wadi elHol (from Darnell, et al. 2005: fig. 2,
16). See fig. 9 for an inventory of letters.
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Figure 5: ProtoSinatic inscriptions on a sandstone sphinx from Serabit elKhadim, dated to c. 1800
BCE (from the British Museum, EA41748). These are known as ‘Sinai 345’ (see fig. 1 for tracing).
The top image (rightfacing) shows an Egyptian Hieroglyph inscription on the shoulder and a Proto
Sinaitic inscription on the base. The bottom image (leftfacing) also has a ProtoSinaitic inscription
on the base.
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Figure 6: Table of ProtoSinaitic characters (Albright 1969: fig. 1)
.
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Figure 7: Letters used in each of the extant ProtoSinaitic inscriptions (Sinai 345–359) from Serabit
elKhadim (Sass 1998: Table 4). Leftside excerpt, continued in fig. 8.
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Figure 8: Letters used in each of the extant ProtoSinaitic inscriptions (Sinai 360–380) from Serabit
elKhadim (Sass 1998: Table 4). Rightside excerpt, continued from fig. 7.
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Figure 9: Inventory of signs used in the Wadi elHol inscriptions, shown in fig. 4.
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Figure 10: ProtoSinaitic signs used in running text and for purposes of comparison to Phoenician
and Old South Arabian (Gardiner 1916: 14)
.
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Figure 11: Usage of ProtoSinaitic characters in running text (Goldwasser 2011: 266)
.
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Figure 12: Usage of ProtoSinaitic characters in running text (Goldwasser 2011: 269)
.
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Figure 13: Usage of ProtoSinaitic characters in running text (Goldwasser 2011: 271)
.
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Figure 14: Usage of ProtoSinaitic characters in running text (Goldwasser 2016: 129)
.
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Figure 15: Usage of ProtoSinaitic characters in running text (Goldwasser 2016: 137)
.
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Figure 16: Description of descendant, and ancestors, of Phoenician letters in a children’s book on
the history of the alphabet (from Rumford 2002; sourced from Everson 2004). Rumford notes that
“The earliest forms of the letters are in gray and go back before the Phoenician alphabet, to Egypt
itself”; these ProtoSinaitic sources are at the top of the column next to each letter.
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Figure 17: Cover of the children’s book Ox, House, Stick and an activity guide showing the letters
of the ProtoSinaitic alphabet (from Robb 2007). The title refers to the first three letters: alp,
ʾ
bayt, gaml. The graphical structure of some ProtoSinaitic signs and some stated correspondences
between the Latin letter and its ProtoSinaitic source may not be palaeographically correct; however,
the primary aim of the book is to convey an understanding of such historical connections to children.
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Figure 18: Comparison of ProtoSinaitic with Phoenician and related scripts (from Navehh 1997:
32). This chart shows the distinctiveness of ProtoSinaitic as compared to its descendants.
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Figure 19: Comparison of ProtoSinaitic with postulated sources from Egyptian Hieroglyphs; ana
logues in the Byblos Syllabary and Ugaritic; and its descendants ProtoCanaanite, Hebrew, Phoeni
cian, Greek, Latin, and Old South Arabian (from Colless 2014: fig. 1).
.
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Phoenician

𐤀

ʾalp

ʾalp

bayt

𐤁



gaml

𐤂

gaml



dalt

𐤃

delt



hilal

𐤄

he



wāw

𐤅

wau



ḏayp

𐤆

zai



ziq

—

—



ḥaṣir

𐤇

het



ḫayt

—

—



ṭab

𐤈

tet



ẓil

—

—



yad

𐤉

yod



kap

𐤊

kaf



lamd

𐤋

lamd



maym

𐤌

mem



naḥš

𐤍

nun



samk, digg

—

—

—

—

𐤎

semk



ʿayn
pi t
ʾ

𐤏

pu

—

—



ṣad

𐤑

sade



qop, ṣirar

𐤒

qof



qaw

—

—



raš

𐤓

reš



šamš

—

—



ṯad, ṯann

𐤔

šin



taw

𐤕

tau



ġinab

—

—



ṯa?

—

—



?

—

—



šin?

—

—






𐤐

bet

ʿayn
pe

Figure 20: Comparison of ProtoSinaitic and Phoenician characters. The Phoenician glyphs are
from the ‘Google Noto Sans Phoenician’ font.
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Figure 21: A description of the ‘protosem’ package for LATEX by Peter Wilson (2005), which enables
typesetting of ProtoSinaitic using a Postscript Type1 font.
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Figure 22: The glyphs of the ‘protosem’ Postscript font and the LATEX() macros for producing them
(Wilson 2005).
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Figure 23: Repertoire for ‘Sinaitic’ proposed by Everson (WG2 N1688 L2/98035).
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